
Retail Audio and Digital 
Signage Solution



Imagine the possibilities of data captured from real-time in-store audience

measurement technology and what this information is able to tell you about

your advertisements effectiveness and your target audience. Anonymous

audience measurement software not only measures the number of consumers

who enter a zone, and have the opportunity to see your brands live cues, but

also their gender, approximate age and most importantly, it can measure their

engagement.

This method of data analysis is critical 

for brands to gather accurate customer 

insights and to change messaging with 

agility to suit the intended target 

audience. Furthermore, an effective 

audio solution (coupled with the above-

mentioned digital signage solution) in a 

retail environment can positively 

enhance the consumers mood, which 

effects the length of time spent in the 

store, and, ultimately, sales.



AVT Solutions was given the

opportunity to build a retail

audio and digital signage

solution for Build It, a group of

independent retailers who

specialize in building materials

with 300 stores across South

Africa.

Build It’s requirement was for

a high quality audio system

that could integrate music

and announcements, as well

as a digital signage screen

that could display multivariate

brand messaging.

INTRODUCTION



AVT’s Solutions’ approach to Build It’s digital signage requirement

was to configure two video walls in the Build It store at the end of the

showroom aisles. This allows for easy customer viewing, as well as

the best visual impact. The screens are used to advertise brands,

weekly specials, promotions as well as to provide consumers with DIY

tips.

The displays also allow Build It to communicate company news and

announcements. A small camera, used for audience measurement, is

mounted to the bottom of each screen. The demographic information

collected allows Build It to better understand their target audience and

make the necessary adjustments to their advertisements, promotional

items, as well as where products are located and displayed.

Retail Digital Signage



The demand for digital signage is increasing exponentially as there is

a need for real-time communication due to the growth of online

platforms available for brands to amplify messaging. The retail digital

signage benefits, listed below, allow Build It to be more responsive

with their advertising and, in turn, drive sales more effectively.

Benefits of retail digital signage

• Make real-time content changes, which is critical when running

weekly promotions and competitions.

• Decrease printing and distribution costs as weekly promotions are

updated remotely.

• Improve customers shopping experience, thereby improving sales.

• Influence consumers purchasing decision at the point-of-action, with

eye catching content.

• Increase customer engagement, thereby creating brand confidence

and loyalty.

• Increase brand awareness, which affects consumers purchasing

decision in the long term.



AVT  Solutions designed and installed  a Bose Freespace solution complete, 

with a hanging Omnikit positioned above the showroom area to provide 

quality, evenly distributed, sound to the targeted area. The freespace system 

provides an unprecedented audio experience and is connected to an iPad 

which enables the customer to select the music they want played whilst 

browsing the space. 

Allowing the customer to select the background music has been shown to 

positively affect their buying mood and leads to them spending a longer 

period of time in the area, which typically results in more purchases being 

made. Additionally, a PA system has been integrated to allow the same 

system to be used for announcements.

In-Store Audio



Data Analytics
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